Digital media and
community-led design
Creative tips for your project
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Digital media includes a broad spectrum of tools, technologies
and practices that can be used to support a community-led design
process. This booklet focuses on digital photography, film and
audio recording and introduces some of the ways in which they can
be used to help communicate your project, collect views, attract
support and generate new ideas.

There are lots of different reasons these media can become part of
your design project, and there is no ‘correct’ approach. However,
digital media can offer a low cost, versatile tool that is adaptable
to your needs, and can enrich the project journey for your project
team and for those you engage.
Why not have a go?

Producing digital media does not necessarily require high-tech
or expensive equipment and can be used at a variety of scales
and budgets, depending on your objectives and the resources
available. Most of us have the means to generate media content
using our personal smartphones and other low-cost bits of kit and
there are a number of programmes and apps freely available to
help us edit, manage and share it.
This resource presents a couple of case studies and introduces
a number of imaginary scenarios to prompt thinking about the
various ways to employ digital media, for example to evaluate
parts of your building, unlock the expert knowledge of your users,
or generate content to share with your audience and help it
grow. The booklet is accompanied by a film, Using digital media
in your community-led design project which helps illustrate how
different media tools and platforms can support some of the ideas
presented.
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Why use digital media?

Raise awareness, forge connections & build support
When embarking on a project to transform a building or
space, using digital media can be a fantastic way to raise
awareness about who you are, about your building or space,
and about what you hope to do to transform it. The way
you present this information can help set the tone for your
engagement with your existing community, as well as with
potential future users, partners and funders.
Digital media can help you package and share your
information in engaging and accessible formats.
Reaching out to your wider community and getting others
excited about your project is an important step towards
achieving your project goals. The right platforms can help
you connect with people outside your usual network, which
could motivate a different demographic to join in.
Posting photos and video on social media platforms such
as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook, or on crowdfunding
websites like Spacehive can help you to tell your story, spark
interest in your project and achieve fundraising objectives.

Introduce your group

Document the project

Using photography and video as a tool to reach out and introduce
your team can help people put a face to a name, and understand
who you are. Audio and voiceover recordings can help you set a
tone to your communications that can feel more inviting. All of this
can help you be more inclusive and reach a wider audience.

Recording your project activities regularly is an important tool for
keeping people updated about progress and for building evidence
and resources that can be used in the future to tell your story.
Use photographs, video clips or sound recordings to capture and
share achievements, and to inform those who are not able to be
present at an important meeting, activity or celebratory event. You
can share some of these outputs to generate and maintain interest
in and support for your project, and to evidence processes and
outcomes.

Give people a view into your building
You can use film and photography to give people a view into your
building or space, and the activities that happen there, without
them having to physically cross the threshold. This can raise
awareness of what is already on offer, and help build interest in
your building, group and project to transform that space in the
future.

Introduce your project
Using digital media can help you set out in very simple terms
what your design project is all about and what you are hoping to
achieve with it. By including different people and voices into this
narrative, you can help communicate and evidence community
support and the benefits the project can bring to local people,
groups and organisations.

Let people know how they can help
Using digital media can help you articulate information about
the ways people can contribute to your project, as well as make
specific requests to support volunteering or fundraising targets
and so on. Creating a short video for a fundraising platform like
Spacehive, for example, can help bring your project to life, and get
people excited about contributing.
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Why use digital media?

Enable participation in your journey
You can use activities that have a digital element to capture
thoughts and experiences of your team or the wider
community, and unlock design learning about your building,
space, or project. This will serve as valuable material for your
design team, as it can provide valuable insight on the needs
and ambitions of diverse local people and organisations.
Digital media can enable more people to play an active
role in the design journey by making it easier and more
enjoyable to contribute and to connect with others involved.
Digital media can unlock doors to people of different
generations, backgrounds, and with different confidence
and skills. It can help people contribute in their own
time and way, which is crucial to any inclusive
engagement process.

Capture user experiences
Asking people to share their experience of your building or space
through photography, film or audio can help document valuable
information for your design process, as well as provide evidence of
need and impact for funding applications and project evaluations.
Photography, film and audio recordings can all help capture how
people use and move through a building or space and articulate
their relationship with it.
Photography can help people very simply express their views on
the aspects and features that are special and valuable to them, as
well as the aspects that do not work so well, or that they would like
to change. Remember to invite people who use, manage, maintain
and service the building or space to contribute, as all of these
perspectives will help you formulate a more holistic picture of how
it is working for people.

Living Streets are a UK charity for everyday walking.
Their Twitter account (pictured right) has a large following,
which helps them reach their supporters and share news,
events and opportunities to involve others.
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Why use digital media?

Unlock a variety of experiences

Build a shared understanding of what’s important

Using a combination of photography, film and audio recording
can help a diverse spectrum of people introduce their
relationship with the building in a variety of ways. For example,
a person with visual impairments might find an audio recording
useful in articulating how they navigate and experience spaces.

Capturing user experiences from a variety of people associated
with your building and space is hugely important in developing a
shared vision for the future. Using the digital outputs can help you
share experiences and create useful prompts for discussion about
what is special about the place now, and how it should change in
the future.

Film and photography can be hugely helpful in capturing how
people of different physical stature experience a space, and
expose sight lines or barriers that we are not aware of. All of these
media can help people with cognitive differences, poor literacy or
who simply speak other languages to participate. They can also
help those in the community who are not regular users but feel
strongly about the future of your building or space express their
views.

Illustrate design ideas
Photography combined with design and editing software can offer
really useful tools for illustrating how you might change a building
or space through your design project. Illustrating the present
configuration, alongside an edited version of the image using
photoshop or other programmes to annotate or alter images, can
help you quickly and playfully express ideas visually.

Being exposed to diverse user experiences in an accessible way
can help build empathy and understanding about what others
want and need, and help raise awareness around accessibility
and inclusion. This is all crucial to developing a shared vision and
design brief.

Help your design team understand the context
One of the biggest challenges for a design team stepping into
a project is to quickly gain an understanding of the place and
community with which they are working. Digital media creates a
useful shortcut to getting to know the local context and serves as
a useful springboard for building relationships and inviting people
into the design process.

Placing photographs alongside your design team’s visualisations
and animations can also help people explore the before and after,
and present design ideas in a more immediate and accessible way
than architectural drawings generally provide.
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Why use digital media?

Empower people with new skills and confidence
Your engagement activities themselves can create
opportunities for personal and organisational development,
helping people form new relationships and enhance their
skills and confidence with digital media tools. In an evermore digital world, your project can offer a different route
into developing confidence with new technologies, and to
develop pathways into education and employment.

Build capacity within your team

The effective use of digital media in your project can also
unlock local creativity and energy and help people and
organisations work together more collaboratively. Creative
activities can create fertile ground for people to form new
relationships and networks, and to bring their experiences
and skills together in new ways. This helps to produce
social capital in your community, and to contribute to social,
cultural and economic activities.

Give something back to those you engage

Experimenting with digital media is a great way to build your
skills and share what you’ve learned with others. Think about
how integrating these activities into your project plan can create
opportunities for members of your team to build new skills,
and very importantly, how that learning can then be further
disseminated within your working group.

Building media-based activities into your project plan can create
a way for you to offer a creative learning space to the people
you engage with, while you ask them to take part in driving your
project forward. Media workshops can create interesting spaces to
gather useful information and ideas, and at the same time provide
training opportunities for local people interested in developing
their media skills.

Create opportunities for local organisations
Reaching out to local schools, youth organisations, community
centres and other local groups to collaborate on such activities
can generate new opportunities for your project, but also for the
wider community. Working together to plan and manage these
activities can add new activities to their programmes while they
help you progress your projects, and may even help local groups
and organisations attract funding.
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Before you start

A few tips to think about
Keep the technology simple

Seek consent

In most situations, a good quality mobile phone camera will
provide totally adequate footage for film and photography.
If you have more funding and more ambitious objectives,
it might be appropriate to enlist someone with specialist
equipment to help. Most phones also have an audio
recording function, but an external microphone (which you
can plug into your phone) can achieve better sound quality
in large, busy or noisy spaces.

Most people are happy to be filmed and photographed, as
long as they know what the images will be used for. When using
photography, film or audio recording at an event, put a poster
up at the entrance to notify attendees how this will be used (e.g.
social media, printed publication). Make it clear how attendees
can let someone know if they do not want to be recorded,
photographed or filmed.

Design activities with capturing and sharing
in mind
When you design your engagement activities, think about
how you can record them and produce useful and engaging
content that can be shared after the event. Whether you are
using digital media to simply record the activities, or as an
integral part of what people will be doing, think about what
outputs you would like to produce and how you will use
them.

Credit the work of others
If you are using digital content created by others, make sure
you have their consent to use it and know how they would
like to be credited. If multiple people create digital content
in your team, make sure you are all aware of good practice
and adhere to the same principles.

If you are working with children (aged under 13) or with
vulnerable adults, make sure you always have consent of an
accompanying parent or guardian. Consider using consent forms.
These should include the name of your group, information on
what any data and media will be used for, how long it will be kept
and how to contact you to ask questions or to request their data
be deleted.

Think about permissions and copyright
Think about and agree whether any of the outputs you produce
should be protected with a copyright mark, and who you will
give official licence to use, adapt or share your content. This
is particularly important when you are using media that have
specific types of consent attached, as content shared on the
internet and through social media can be easily copied and
shared more widely.
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CASE STUDY ONE

All Saints Hanley
Their situation
All Saints Hanley, which was built in 1850, is a large urban
church on the outskirts of Stoke-on-Trent. Until recently,
it faced the possibility of closure after falling into a state
of disrepair, and was placed on the ‘at risk’ register by
Historic England. As part of a long process to explore
potential changes to the building and how to make the

building a more open and accessible resource for the whole
community, the church wanted to reach out, signpost what
the space could offer, and create connections and creative
partnerships with other local groups and organisations.

Setting Objectives
They identified the following objectives for their design
engagement activity:

Raise awareness and build support

Enable participation in their design journey

Raise awareness of the church and make people in the
community aware of the intention to save the building and
turn it into an asset for the whole community.

Record and explore how young people see the church building
and its role in the community.

Create links with people and organisations who are not
regular users of the building and invite them into the space.

Empower people with new skills and confidence

Strengthen relationships with key members and institutions
in the town.

Offer the building to provide the for local young people to
participate in a creative project.
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CASE STUDY | All Saint’s Hanley

What they did

Outcomes

Reaching out to their networks and furthering existing
connections, the church convened a series of media and
art projects with students at the local school. This brought
young people into the building and provided them with
creative opportunities and the chance to explore the history
of the building.

These projects brought lots of new visitors who were keen
to explore the building’s value to the community. The media
produced as part of the project raised awareness about the
building, its heritage, and what it could offer local people. At the
same time, these outputs gave the church valuable insight into
what people thought about the church building, as well as the
challenges and opportunities the space offered.

Another art project, which featured film and photography
work, was run with the local college. Students spent time in
the church and got to know the building, before producing
a final piece that responded to what they experienced and
uncovered. The project was delivered across four stages,
culminating in an art exhibition in which students presented
their final pieces to the public .

The project produced films and installations that were beautiful
and engaging creative outputs in their own right. They
demonstrated that the young people had grown in confidence and
skills, and had concrete contributions to make in their community.
The projects also highlighted the potential to hold similar creative
projects with other local partners.

A photography project was also held with the local
Staffordshire University. The students were invited in, and
tasked with telling the story of the church through a short
film. The brief set out the need to show the evolution of this
building, including what was on offer there in different eras,
and its recent journey from being a building at risk facing
closure, to an active and successful part of the community.
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CASE STUDY TWO

St Peter’s Chester | Spotlight on the use of digital media
during Covid-19
The global pandemic of 2020 quickly forced many local
community-based groups and places of worship to rethink
how they could interact with their communities and continue
to deliver their key services and activities. St Peter’s Church
in the city of Chester in Northwest England were quick to
adapt to the situation and move their activities online.
Here’s a snapshot of how they responded to the crisis. We
have included this example because it is a useful reminder
of how digital media can help groups respond to emerging
situations and can help provide some ideas that readers may
want to think about to extend the reach of their activities
and services more generally.

Their situation
St Peter’s is a historic evangelical Anglican church. The site has
been a place of worship since 907AD, and parts of the current
building date back to the 15th Century.
The church hosts many different activities and forms of worship
within their building, including weekly services, therapeutic
workshops, theatre workshops, and a night church held every
fortnight. There is also a cafe which is open 6 days a week and
run by volunteers. St Peter’s has a regularly updated website with

various digital resources and links, and uses several social media
channels to connect with their audience and church community.
When gatherings were prohibited and the church was closed due
to the Covid-19 crisis, St Peter’s explored ways to digitally connect
with their community and ensure the worshipping congregation
were still able to experience guided faith services from home.

Setting objectives
St Peter’s Church wanted to let parishioners and regular users of
their church know that they were still there for their community
and to find ways for people to connect with each other despite the
social distancing measures imposed during the pandemic.
They wanted to broadcast their Sunday service as it could no
longer take place physically, and to explore other ways to keep
the church active in providing activities and services. They were
also keen to spread the word about the activities of other churches
using digital media and platforms.

The St Peter’s website (left) and Instagram account (above).
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CASE STUDY TWO

Outcomes
The feedback on these activities was very positive and people
valued the opportunity to come together in what was a very
challenging period for many. The Church found that more
people watched the virtual Sunday service than would usually
attend church services, and that members of the wider church
community, as well as other people who would not usually
engage, were participating online. St Peter’s participation in
virtual events with other churches in the area, also strengthened
relationships with other faith communities.

What they did
The group was quick to respond to the emerging stayat-home situation, initially by live streaming the Sunday
service from the church building. This was a technical
challenge, despite their experience of working with sound
and projection equipment which they used as part of regular
church activities and for events such as weddings.
After the building was closed, the Sunday service became a
video conferencing call, which was straightforward to set up
and didn’t require advanced technological skills for people
to participate. The service was recorded and uploaded
to YouTube and Facebook so people were able to watch
it later. There were guest appearances from other church
leaders and members of the congregation, and there were
more people engaging online (either viewing the stream or
by watching later) than would normally attend service in the
church.

The sudden shift to digital platforms was a challenge for some
members of the congregation, and a blessing for others. For
those who were not regular users of digital media, there was
a learning curve required in order to participate. The team
considered accessibility, for example, by using various platforms
that can be accessed from a Smart TV rather than only a
laptop or smartphone. The services were also subtitled, which
was helpful for those with hearing impairments. Due to the
manageable size of the congregation, the team were on hand to
provide support if needed.
The team also branched out to record live carol services and
collaborations with other places of worship in the area. This
highlighted the balance between ‘diving in’ and responding to
a situation and exploring the opportunities that can arise when
thinking about doing things differently.

The activities raised the team’s awareness of accessibility
issues and what the church can do moving forward to be more
inclusive of their diverse audiences. Through this initiative,
people who are generally unable to attend church services for
various reasons, or who feel uncomfortable in a church building,
were able to participate on their own terms and in their own
time, which was an unforeseen benefit of the situation. St Peter’s
will continue to offer digital services in the future for people
who cannot attend in person or prefer the flexibility of a digital
option.

Screenshots from the online catch up services available on
the St Peter’s website.

The experience also exposed the hidden labour and energy that
goes into running such events and collaborations online, and
the need to plan carefully, and adapt their normal way of doing
things. The group also found that the bulk of the technical
work fell disproportionately to one skilled member of the team
with specialist knowledge. This gave them pause to reflect on
their division of labour and the need to build digital skills and
confidence within the team, so that the workload could be
shared in future.
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SCENARIO ONE

Unearthing different perspectives
Gathering thoughts and feelings about a historic place of worship

These scenarios have been designed to help you
explore how you would approach prototyping in three
different situations. While they may be quite different
from your situation, common themes should emerge and
help you think about what kinds of prototyping might be
relevant to you.

Setting the Scene

The building has some historic features, including a muchloved stained glass window and a Victorian gallery. The 1970s
extension is not fit for purpose, and there are currently no
accessible toilets. The pews are still in place, and there is much
debate within your group between those who feel that the pews
are an important part of the building’s history and fabric, and
those who would prefer them to be removed in order to allow for
greater flexibility.

You are custodians of a historic place of worship in a small
town, and are about to embark on a design project to
reorder the internal space within the church to increase
its potential to serve the wider community. You would like
to explore how new facilities such as toilets and a kitchen
might make the building more accessible and attractive to
the wider community.

You want to work together with both current and potential
users of the building to reach a consensus about a shared vision
for the future of your church building, and to identify what
physical changes are needed to achieve it. You would like to
be particularly mindful of the heritage of the building, and the
relationship that different users have with its faith activities and
functions. Before you consider any changes, it is important
to understand people’s relationship with and feelings about
the building.

You would also like to encourage local groups and social
enterprises to consider running activities for community
benefit (for example, exercise classes and a play group)
from your building.

You are keen to use digital media as a tool for collecting
and sharing these voices.
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SCENARIO ONE

Setting Objectives

Enable participation in your design journey

Empower people with new skills and confidence

Defining your project and establishing goals.

Your group would like to talk to the current users of the building,
who are mainly the worshipping congregation, and involve them in
the design process. You want to ensure that any changes respect
the faith and heritage of the building, and that the design process
feels aligned with the congregation’s needs.

Your working group is nervous about inviting the wider community
into this conversation, and about how to balance the needs of the
congregation with those of the wider community. They are also
nervous about introducing digital media into the mix, as they do
not have much experience of using it.

You also want to assess how other people see the church’s
potential as a community resource in the future. You want to
encourage local groups and organisations to play a more active
role in informing and organising what happens there, and how any
changes to the building might better accommodate these activities
and services in the future.

You need to build confidence within your working group that
using this approach in engagement can be fun, that it can be done
using low-tech equipment, and that it can help drive your project
forward.

Raise awareness and build support
Although the building is centrally located, and is fairly well
known in the community, you are keen to widen your user
base and spread the word about church activities and the
potential benefits of your project.
As well as putting the place of worship and your project
‘on the map’ in the local area, you would like to build
relationships in the community to support your journey, and
strengthen local people’s relationship with the building.

You would like to use digital media as a way to invite people into
the conversation in an engaging and accessible way, and to ensure
that you are encouraging people with different backgrounds,
experience and skills to help shape the church’s future.
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SCENARIO ONE

You could try:
Audio recordings to capture diverse voices
Using a recording device, ask people to share their feelings
about the church, their experiences and their ambitions for
the church. You can do this in a few different ways. The most
straightforward way is simply to interview people, either
formally or informally. If you are in a quiet place, you could
use either the voice recorder function on a smartphone, or
purchase a digital recorder. For better sound quality, you
can use a microphone which plugs into a phone, computer
or other recording device.

How you could use these digital media
outputs
Listen to and transcribe what has been gathered to collect valuable
data and insight on the views of worshippers and people from the
wider community. You could:
•

Use the voice recordings as prompts for discussion in project
meetings, workshops and events to help introduce different
perspectives into the conversation.

Some people may prefer to record their thoughts in their
own time. You can invite them to share them with you via
email, text or WhatsApp.

•

Share a selection of these voices as soundbites on social
media to get people interested in engaging with and
contributing to your project.

You can also set up a simple recording space using a
computer and microphone in your building, where people
can use the technology provided to record their voices.

•

Curate a selection of the recordings as a soundtrack for a photo
montage or video about your project.
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SCENARIO ONE

Practical tips
Consider how you will advertise this activity and let people
know it is taking place. If it is happening inside the church,
how will people who are not regular users find out about it
and understand how they can contribute?
Make it as easy and comfortable as possible for people
to take part. For some people, a recorded interview or
conversation will help draw out their views, but others
may find that intimidating. Some may prefer to record
their views in a secluded area of the church in their own
time using equipment provided. If you do also encourage
people to record their voices on their own equipment, make
it very clear what channels they should use to share their
contributions.
Use this activity to reach out to people you don’t know, and
explore whether you can link this activity to other initiatives
in the area. For example, are there any local oral history
projects you could connect with?
Use this activity to teach new skills such as audio recording,
editing, or interviewing. Might a local school, university,
media company or community facility work with you to help
members of your congregation or community to help gather
these voices? Could they help you introduce new skills, such
as interviewing or sound editing, to your working group and
to the people who take part?
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SCENARIO TWO

A Pop-Up Documentary
Using photo and video to document a pop-up project

Setting the Scene
You are a busy and active local youth organisation and want
to expand your outreach to serve a wider community and
run more educational events. Your group currently rents a
space in a shared building in a residential area of a large
city.
Currently, most people who use your services are young
people, but your organisation recognises the need to
reach out more widely to parents, families and vulnerable
or isolated members of the local community. Your group
aspires to do this by establishing a small community kitchen,
running training about food preparation and healthy eating,
and providing a space where you can run events.

Your group is thinking of using some of the funding for the
pop-up project to involve young people in documenting the
temporary transformation of the space. You would like the
young people to help you to explore and capture people’s
experience of the kitchen, how the community kitchen works
within the space and how it is impacting on others using the
building. You want to make documenting the pop-up pilot
a fun and educational activity in its own right for the young
people involved.

The local council has given you a small grant to help you
develop your idea for a community kitchen in your current
building with a pop-up pilot. As well as testing the concept,
you will need to test how well the space you are currently
renting can accommodate your community kitchen, and
what changes would need to be made to accommodate it
in the long term. This includes testing how this activity and
space sits alongside the other things you and others do in
the building.
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SCENARIO TWO

Setting Objectives

Raise awareness and build support

Enable participation in your design journey

Defining your project and establishing goals.

Your organisation and your work with young people is well liked
and respected in the community, but this is a whole new area of
work for you, and one that is quite different from the activities and
services that you are known for. You hope this project will attract
a wider range of users and draw attention to potential partners to
work with who may be able to enhance the reach and impact of
the project.

You see this pop-up as a way to test your ideas for how your
community kitchen should look, feel and function. Collecting
feedback from those who will use and benefit from it, as well as the
people and organisations around it, will be crucial.

Raise awareness and build support
Your organisation and your work with young people is well
liked and respected in the community, but this is a whole
new area of work for you, and one that is quite different
from the activities and services that you are known for.
You hope this project will attract a wider range of users and
draw attention to potential partners to work with who may
be able to enhance the reach and impact of the project.

This can not only help you decide whether it is a viable project
long-term, but help you set the design brief for the project to
transform the space on a more permanent basis.

You will also need to test whether your community kitchen could
be a viable programme on a more permanent basis. You would
like to make sure that you have good documentation of your pilot
project to help create evidence for potential partners and funders.

You will also need to test whether your community kitchen
could be a viable programme on a more permanent
basis. You would like to make sure that you have good
documentation of your pilot project to help create evidence
for potential partners and funders.
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SCENARIO TWO

You could try: a digital diary
You could use photography and video to capture the
adaptation of your space for the pilot project on a daily
basis. This will be a useful record for your organisation,
but also serve to share the transformation with others, and
capture and celebrate the contribution of the people who
have helped along the way.
Once the pop-up kitchen is up and running, you could
record the different activities taking place throughout the
day. By asking the young people to play a leading role in
capturing this, you can help ensure that the task can be
shared and documented thoroughly.
Involving a group of young people can also help ensure that
you gather a range of different perspectives of the same
space and activities. Encourage them to speak to people
who use the kitchen, and to those nearby, and capture their
views on camera if they are happy to be filmed.

How you could use these digital media
outputs
Taking photographs regularly throughout the physical
transformation of the pop-up kitchen creates a visual journey for
people to see the work that was involved, and to quickly get a
sense of the before, during and after. You could:
•

Use this material to create regular social media posts to update
local people on progress and on activities, and to generate a
buzz about your project.

•

Produce a photo/video montage that tells the story of the
pop-up kitchen, which you can use to help set the design brief
for your long-term project, and to build financial support from
funders, sponsors, partners or through crowd-funding.

•

Create an exhibition to showcase the project, but also to
celebrate the young people’s creative outputs.

•

Help the young people involved to create portfolios of
their work, which can help with accessing education,
training and employment.

An Instagram story shared by the Host Café account, a
coffee shop running from St Mary Aldermary Church in
central London since 2012. Instagram stories last for 24
hours, and are a quick way to share photos and videos
with your followers.
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SCENARIO TWO

Practical tips
Before you begin this project, set out a clear strategy for
how you will use the digital outputs, and the messaging
that you would like to achieve. Consider which platforms
you will use for sharing in advance, so that you are creating
the right kind of content for your chosen communication
platform[s]. This will help ensure that the material produced
is strategic, as well as being a fun and activity for the young
people involved.
Think about how this project offers you ways to reach
new audiences and collaborators, and build these
objectives into the design of the documentary project
from the outset. Be aware of your target audiences and the
content they tend to use and respond to, and shape your
communications strategy accordingly.

In order to give the young people the skills and confidence
to create, edit and curate content, you could reach out to
local colleges and universities or to organisations such as
the Media Trust to help bring in some additional support.
Where possible, identify others who can help mentor the
young people as well as supervise the project.
Set clear objectives, roles and terms for working with the
young people. This will help give them a sense of some
autonomy and responsibility, and can help unlock their
creative expression.

Don’t think of the project as a self-contained piece of
work, but as one step in a journey of designing your more
permanent kitchen and building support. This will help
you set manageable objectives and help ensure you can
continue to use the digital content when the pilot project
is over.
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SCENARIO THREE

A Video Campaign
Using video to build support for your garden design project

Setting the Scene
You are a charitable trust for a library, and are midway
through the process of crowdfunding to turn an unused plot
of land that you own into a sensory reading garden. The
aspiration is to provide opportunities for intergenerational
learning to teach the community about gardening, as well as
to provide quiet places to read and enjoy the outdoors.
You are also keen to ensure that there is a real connection
between your building and the outdoor space, and that the
spaces work well together as well as independently. You also
want to make sure that everyone in the community feels
welcome, regardless of their existing relationship with the
library.

They have offered to help run a workshop about gardening for
local families as a way to continue the conversation about the
future design of this space. Some members of your group, who
have a passion for amateur filmmaking, have volunteered to help
capture the day.
You do not have a large budget for this project, and while you
have benefited from a great deal of good will and commitment
from your user groups, you realise that in order to achieve the
goals being identified and create a high-quality space that is
well managed and maintained, you will need to attract more
volunteers and financial support.

A designer has been appointed, and you have already held
several engagement activities with library users that have
contributed to the initial plans for the garden. Several local
people are already invested in the project, and are keen to
donate their specialist knowledge and equipment to help.
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Setting Objectives

Enable participation in your design journey

Empower people with new skills and confidence

Defining your project and establishing goals.

You have benefited from the commitment of a good core
working group, but in order to ensure that the garden is used and
appreciated by the whole community, you would like to bring more
potential users into the design conversation. You want to make the
design process feel fun and accessible, and hope the film can be
a way to get people actively involved, as well as catch them up on
the design work that has already taken place.

You would like to embrace the offer from the amateur filmmakers,
and to empower them as active members of the group, able to
make a positive contribution to driving the project forward. You
would also like to explore whether this group can involve other
people and help them pick up some filmmaking skills of their own.

Raise awareness and build support
While you have built a core working group and have
generated interest among your community of regular
users of the library, you would now like to make the wider
community more aware of your project. You would like
people to know about the project and that the garden
project is open to everyone, not just regular library users.
You have already made good progress on driving the
early stages of this project forward, but you now need to
increase your capacity to deliver it, and need to attract
volunteers and funding to transform the garden space as
people envisage. The video that you would like to make
about the workshop must serve the practical function of
building support.
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You could try: a crowdfunding video
How you could use these digital media
outputs

There are now a number of crowd-funding platforms, such
as Spacehive and Kickstarter designed to help community
initiatives raise awareness and build support. Where
possible, groups are encouraged to use videos to tell their
story simply and in an engaging and accessible way to meet
their funding goal. Crowdfunding platforms have proved
both engaging and highly effective, and unlock funding
sources, and contributions from others.

Whilst your primary objective may be to create a video for the
purposes of crowdfunding, you can use this video in a number
of ways:

You could invite your committed volunteers to produce a
simple video about your project. The workshop will offer
a nice space to film people in action, in the space, and to
capture the buzz about the project. While your filmmakers
might have a core function of documenting the workshop
and the design process to date, they could also produce
a short (3 to 5-minute) video to post on a crowd-funding
platform.
Encourage them to get a mixture of footage of activities,
conversation in the workshop, and quick shots of people
talking to camera about what the project is important and
why they are involved. It is useful to identify a core member
of the group, who can introduce the project to the audience,
either speaking to camera or in a voiceover. Make sure that
the video makes it clear that this is a design process still in
progress, and that as well as seeking funding, you would like
to encourage people to get involved.

A screenshot from the crowdfunding website Spacehive,
a platform to help people bring their ideas for improving
places to live. You can create a page for your project and
ask for financial contributions to help deliver the project.
Clear and engaging storytelling is important to
communicate your vision. There are lots of alternative
funding sites, like Kickstarter or Patreon for example.

•

Post the video on your project website, as a quick and
accessible introduction to your project and what you are
trying to achieve, and where you have got to so far with your
design thinking.

•

Post the video online on Youtube or Vimeo, and link to it
through your social media accounts.

•

Send your video to local news agencies, to help get your
project in the news and in the public eye.

•

Send your video to potential partners and funders. Videos not
only give a quick and easy introduction to your project, but
they also help convey a sense of who the people involved are,
which is hugely important when trying to build support.
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Practical tips
Before the workshop, and before it is filmed, make a
plan for how the filmmakers can capture and share the
messaging that you want to get across. This will probably
require a combination of footage from the workshop, and
some scripted points that your group can inject through an
introduction, interview or voiceover.
Remember that the primary objective of this video is to
convince people to contribute to your project, so think
about how to make the project feel relevant to them, and
get them excited about contributing in different ways. Make
it clear how people can contribute, and how they can get
in touch with your group. Identify clear targets for your
fundraising and explain very clearly what funds raised will
pay for and what it will do for local people.

The fact that you already have a group of people interested in
taking on the video project is a great start. In order to empower
them as valuable contributors to the project, work with them
to explore how to shape and use the video they would like to
produce, and how it could make a tangible difference to driving
the project forward. This can add huge personal satisfaction for
those involved.
Also think about how your group of volunteers, who already have
some film-making skills, could use this activity to teach others
about filmmaking. Ask them if they would be prepared to invite
others into the process, and how to make that as easy as possible
for everyone involved.
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Tips for interviewing

•

Think about how you will use the interview in your audio recording or film.

•

Prepare some questions – make them open questions if you can.

•

Use the ‘5 w’s (who, what, when, where, why) and a how’ to help you form your questions.

•

Prepare the interviewee. Chat first. Explain the purpose of your interview – what you want to
get from them and how you want to use it in your film.

•

Consider – will you introduce your interviewee to camera? “This is xxx and we are talking
about xxxx.”

•

Relax, listen and engage (but try not to speak!) Acknowledge their comments with an
encouraging nod and smile, rather than words.

•

Keep rolling! Some of the best stuff sometimes comes when chatting at the end (just make
sure you have permission to use this stuff!)

•

Consent form. Give your interviewee a consent form, saying how and where you will use the
footage.

•

Practice with someone you know and trust first.

•

Use your body language to stop someone talking – lean in.

•

Reassure and encourage them by saying things like: “That’s a really good answer.”

•

Try and make notes of the most important bit that you will want to use in the edit.

•

Have some questions prepared, but also, be prepared to dump them if there’s something
more relevant and interesting.

Developed as part of the Scaling Up Co-design project.
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Tips for photography

Do...

Don’t...

•

Get a mix of shots – people, objects, nature, buildings, textures, colours.

•

•

Get a mix of different types of composition – very wide shots, wide shots, close ups etc.

Don’t be scared to ask if you can turn lights off/on if shooting
inside.

•

Think about how you frame a shot – composition – remember the rule of thirds – putting the
subject slightly to right or left.

•

Don’t shoot in front of windows (unless you want a silhouette).

•

Don’t forget to charge your camera and take spare batteries
etc.

•

Think about use of line – diagonal, horizontal and vertical.

•

Use light and colour to capture the potential of place – remember the effect it can have on
capturing a mood.

•

Don’t put yourself at risk trying to capture a shot. If you need
help, ask someone.

•

Try turning off the flash. It often gets a better pic on small cameras.

•

•

Try and capture shots using an unusual perspective. Try and keep backgrounds simple.

Never take pictures alone – always in pairs. Never go anywhere
that may be unsafe.

•

Think about how you frame an image.

•

•

If using the DSLR, think about depth of field and a low f stop if you want to pick out an
object and blur the background.

Don’t trespass! There might be a great scene from a private
garden or field but you’ll need permission from the homeowner
or landowner first.

•

Ask permission before you take a picture of someone.

•

Think about how you can show inclusion and exclusion with your images.

•

Get yourself into a position and be prepared to wait to capture a ‘decisive moment’ and
think about how to capture movement.

•

If an individual becomes aggressive or threatening stop taking the picture and walk away.

•

When editing your images, think about the story you are trying to tell and give it a structure
that makes sense.

•

If you add music to your photostory, make sure that it adds to the mood and captures the
place potential. Keep things upbeat and positive!

A range of photography styles and illustrations from the
Black Females in Architecture (BFA) Instagram account
Developed as part of the Scaling Up Co-design project.
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Tips for filming

Do...

Don’t...

•

Have a rough plan but be prepared to abandon it!

•

•

Get a mix of shots – people, objects, nature, buildings, textures, colours, sounds.

Don’t be scared to ask if you can turn lights off/on if shooting
inside.

•

Get a mix of different type of shots – very wide shots, wide shots, close ups, point of view shots etc.

•

Don’t film in front of windows (unless you want silhouette).

•

Think about how you frame a shot – composition – remember the rule of thirds – putting the subject slightly to
right or left.

•

Don’t forget to charge your camera and take spare batteries
etc.

•

Use light to capture the potential of place – remember the effect it can have on capturing a mood.

•

•

Get as near to the sound source as possible (eg person, trees), as microphones on video cameras aren’t great.

Don’t pan and zoom in the same shot. It will look amateur and
send people dizzy!

•

Get yourself into a position and be prepared to wait to capture a ‘decisive moment.’

•

Don’t put yourself at risk trying to film something. If you need
help, ask someone.

•

Use a mix of hand-held camera work and some ‘still, calm shots’ using the tripod.

•

•

Avoid key filming hazards such as tripping and falling. Ask someone to watch your back.

Never film alone – always in pairs. Never go anywhere that may
be unsafe.

•

Think about the positioning of your film equipment so it doesn’t block any paths or pose a risk of injury to
someone passing by it.

•

Never let anyone drive and film at the same time – it’s also
illegal!

•

If you are not using your own equipment, check it first so that you know how to use it safely.

•

•

Ask permission before you film someone.

•

If an individual becomes aggressive or threatening stop filming and walk away.

Don’t trespass! There might be a great scene from a private
garden or field but you’ll need permission from the homeowner
or landowner first.

•

When editing the film/s, think about the story you are trying to tell and give it a structure that makes sense.

•

If you add music, make sure that it adds to the mood and captures the place potential.
Keep things upbeat and positive!

Developed as part of the Scaling Up Co-design project.
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Useful resources

Useful resources
Using Digital Media in your Community-led
Design Project

Learning from the use of media in community-led
design projects

This resource was designed to compliment a film which
introduces digital media and digital platforms in more detail.

Alexiou, K., Alevizou, G., de Sousa, S., Dredge, L. and
Zamenopoulos, T. (2015) Learning from the use of media in
community-led design projects, Journal of Cultural Science,
8(1): 30-40.

Available on the Empowering Design Practices YouTube
channel and on the Glass-House website:
https://theglasshouse.org.uk/resources/preparing-to-workwith-architects/
The Empowering Design Practices project has produced a
range of other films and practical resources to support your
community-led design project.
Resources are available at:
https://www.empoweringdesign.net/edp-resources

The journal is available at:
http://oro.open.ac.uk/42049/2/79-219-1-PB.pdf

Futurelearn course on Low Budget Video
Production for charities
Produced by Tot Foster and Theo Zamenopoulos, The Open
University
Search for the course on https://www.futurelearn.com/

Creative Citizens Variety Pack
Lockton, D., Greene, C., Casey, A., Raby, E., & Vickress, A.
(Eds.) (2014). Creative Citizens’ Variety Pack: Inspiring digital
ideas from community projects, London: Royal College of
Art. ISBN 978-1-907342-97-4.
The pack is available at:
http://www.rca.ac.uk/documents/419/CC_Variety_Pack_sm.pdf
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